
Have questions Ask! You can reach me by email: Corey@brickwars.net.
Instagram: @brickwarsnet    |    facebook.com/brickwarsnet

Upload the parts list to Brick Link
and create a wanted List.

Find parts in your own collection or
buy all parts from sellers on BrickLink.

Choose a MOC to build
and purchase instructions.

Whether you purchase a MOC from Brick Wars, or someone else  
there’s a few things you should ask the designer.

1. What is the estimated costs for all the parts in the MOC 
2. Have you built the MOC (if they’ve built it, they’ve likely tested it)
3. Are their any rare parts in your MOC (rare parts cost more) 

TIP: Brick Wars does rigorous testing, and optimizes all builds 
to use the most affordable parts while also providing 
alternatives to any rare parts that are used.  alternatives to any rare parts that are used.  

When you buy a MOC, you’ll be provided with instructions and a 
parts list. The parts list is an XML file, which is just a fancy text file. 

1. Upload the XML parts list to BrickLink.
2. BrickLink converts the XML file to a Wanted list. This list contains 
all the LEGO™ parts, colors and quantities needed to build the MOC. 
3. You can use this list to meticulously keep track of all the parts you 
have versus what parts you need.

TIP: If you are fortunate enough to live near a used LEGOTIP: If you are fortunate enough to live near a used LEGO™ store, 
I encourage you to check them out. You can save a lot of money 
on parts this way. Be sure to go through your own LEGO™ parts 
as well. 

While BrickLink.com isn’t the only place you can buy parts, it 
certainly is the easiest and most efficient. To get started, you’ll 
setup some filters based on your preferences.

1. Save money by searching for used parts vs new (or both). 
2. Choose where you want to buy parts; domestic or international.  
3. BrickLink will automatically create shopping carts for each seller 3. BrickLink will automatically create shopping carts for each seller 
and add all the parts to each cart. 

TIP: Brick Wars regularly purchases parts from overseas to get 
the best prices. While shipping can be more expensive, the 
money you save on parts almost always outweighs the 
additional shipping expense - especially for larger MOCs.

QUICK REFERENCE GUIDE:
FIND THE PARTS TO BUILD ANY MOC. 


